
Ultimate Tracking 
Solutions
Wialon system is brought to you by professionals to rate high 
among the dominant tracking solutions. The innovative web-based 
platform offers a powerful set of technologies, making the product 
stand out. We deliver Wialon in SaaS and server-based modes to 
meet the requirements of our partners and customers worldwide.

Secure your business with relevant data and optimize every 
process involved. Plan, monitor, coordinate and control to 
guide your business from challenge to success with Wialon GPS 
tracking solutions. 
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Ultimate 
GPS tracking 
Platform

Wialon for fleets is an innovative web-based fleet management 
platform available in SaaS and server-based delivery modes. 
The system lets you focus on the KPIs of particular importance, 
thereby maximizing your efficiency.

Reduce labor, fuel and depreciation costs by decreasing idle time, 
optimizing miles driven and managing driver behavior. Plus, get 
to more jobs faster and get more done. 
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Effective asset tracking often gives businesses an advantage that 
propels them past competition. Wialon tools provide dynamic data 
on location and condition of assets concerned. 

Control every aspect from temperature to airflow, make use of 
standard or event-based remote video monitoring, embrace 
flexibility and extensive support of third-party tracking devices and 
choose Wialon for your asset tracking needs.
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Fuel
Fuel is typically one of the largest fleet expenses. Finding ways to 
minimize fuel spent can substantially improve the bottom line.

Wialon fuel monitoring system provides intelligent tools to keep track 
of fuel consumption and easily detect fuel thefts. Fuel information 
can be sourced from CAN-bus of a vehicle or after-market fuel 
sensors. Take charge of your fuel use with Wialon.
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Mobile
workforce management

Let the customer separate field staff from their vehicles via a powerful 
tool to update work statuses, chat with the dispatcher, receive target 
addresses with no need for a dedicated tracking device. 

Discover GPS Tag-based tracking by Wialon. WiaTag is a native 
mobile app for smartphones or tablets running on iOS or 
Android. It turns a mobile device into a tracker that works 
seamlessly with Wialon. Enjoy a great tracking solution without 
having to sell any hardware!
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Personal
tracking

Wialon proved to be an optimal personal tracking platform for a 
variety of solutions providers globally. Flexible interface, easy-to-
use mobile app, alerting and geofencing options allow for effective 
personal tracking. Lone workers, the elderly, children, teens, pets - 
whatever it is that you target, Wialon has you covered. 

Supporting 120+ personal trackers from dozens of manufacturers 
extends hardware options. Choose Wialon to build a unique 
personal tracking solution and make your product stand out.
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Indicators from 
various asset 
sensors

Dashboard
for KPIs
visualization

Cellular tower-based
positioning option
for improved tracking
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Flexible report-building tools Real-time relevant KPIs tracking

Temperature controls in refrigerated and FMCG trucks

Driver behavior analysis

Mobile App for iOS and Android

Route optimization tools

Intelligent fuel consumption management

All types of sensors support

Integration with ERP and other back office applications

Map markers for fuel thefts and fuel fillings

Dashboard to track relevant KPIs

Multiple-view interface 

Numerous sensors support

Detailed landmark history of asset movements and sensor values

Various RFID-enabled solutions

Trigger-based alarms and notifications

WiaTag application to track human resources

Route planning and monitoring

Text communications between office and field

Flexible order management and activities reporting tools

Historical data to analyze and report

WiaTag application and 120+ personal trackers support 

Send alerts via SMS or email and use push notifications 

Accelerations and harsh braking controls for teen drivers

Locator tool to generate links and share locations

Create movement history and check locations
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